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Business 1976

What the Memb'ers Say

W

ITH . the value of exports for
October showing an increase of
25 per cent over October 1974, with
manufacturing employment expanding
(indeed, a few manufacturers are even
complaining of a Jabour shortage)
with many order books full for
�--.., next s,ix to nine months, the out
look for Hong Kong in 1976 looks
distrnctly favourable.
It is by now a well-worn cliche
that full economic recovery in Hong
Kong must await a full recovery in
our major markets. As a recent report
by the Chase Economeitric Forecasting
Service put it: 'The single most
important factor in world recovery
will be it.he US re, covery.' With �e
e�ception of ltJaly and the UK where
the picture remains gloomy, ,the pro
cess of recovery seems to hav,e begun
in the major developed countries.
But ther,e ,are •Still problems. First
of all, ,the threat of furthe.r large
increases in the price of oil remail]S
with us. The recent attitude of rea
lism and moderation ,evident among
some OPEC members gives us cause
for hope. They must realise full well
nobody will benefit from a world
e1,;onomy which no longer ;is viable.
Oil prices are due for revision next
July and another subsuantial increase
could be the last twist of the knife.
Then there's the inflation factor, be
it as a result of oil price increases or
other causes. Could a world econo
mic mcovery be the 1herald of a
further round of inflation, perhaps
even more ,serious 1han the Last?
Economists have warned repeatedly
of the dangers of this, particularly if
governments
over-stimulate
their

economies. In Hong Kong manufac
turers are !beginning to be concerned
about what they believe may be a re
newal of the upward cost of labour,
coupled with the possibility of further
increases. in the cost of imported raw
materials and fuel, and signifi.cantly
higher freight rates. The combination
of these factors could, they fear, once
again undercut our competitiveness.
A third problem, and one which
will not go ,away, is competition from
our close neighbours in .f.he region, as
well as, increasingly, from developing
countries i, n other parts of the world.
They are building up the same in
dustries and competing in the same
markets .as Ho9g Kong, but many
enjoy the adv:antages of more secure
raw materials and lower Jabour costs.
The textile and garment industries
see their prospeots for expansion
severely limited. Some form of im
port restriction - ,either unilateral
or
l
bilateral - is ,applied by near y all
our leading markets. Overall growth
of ite�tile exports to the EEC is
limited to only six per cent, however
strong the demand may be there and in certain categories�he demand
is very strong. Added to this there
is the growing possibility of .seleotive
import ,controls being imposed by
leading markets. And this applies
not just to1 the UK but also other
European countries, including the
Netherlands and Sweden.
But despite all this, the general
consensus ,of members' opinion is that
a steady recovery has started and wiU
continue, possibly in an irregular pat
tern, during 1976. Nothing spectacu1
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THINKING OF
YOUR STAFF?

,·
lar and certainly nothing like the
'good old days' of 1973. (Years like
that, one manufacturer told The Bul
letin, come only once in a lifetime).
But conditions will be somewhat better
than they are now and considerably
· tter tihan they were during the first
__ dlf of this year. March 197 5 seems to
have been the nadir in our economic
path.
Before turning to specific indus
tries,. it is worth noting that ,in talking
to The Bulletin, members repeatedly
stressed! certain points. Firstly, the
days when business 'fell into our laps,
so to speak, are gone - pO'ssibly for
good. Businessmen today must aggres
sively look for orders, fight for busi
ness. This means visiting the market
and getting to know the customers.
For many it means improving market
ing and other techniques.
Secondly, it is also necessary to con
tinue producing better quality, higher
priced goods, thereby improving the
profit margin and moving Hong Kong
up and away from the low-cost com
petitors. This applies in particular to
·'•e textile and garment industries,
_11ce the potential for further expansion
is limited - short of investing in new
plants outside Hong Kong, which some
manufacturers are already doing.
Thirdly, HK might be facing tough
competition from other developing
countries, quota controls and other
forms of export or import restrictions.
But we still retain one very valuable
advantage over most of our competi
tors, and that is fle�ibility, the albility
to move into new products, to expand
and contract rapidly according to the
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laws of supply and demand. This
flex�bility, most businessmen feel,
stands us in good stead.
Textiles and garments still account
for nearly a half of HK's total exports
and our overall export performance
depends to a large extent on them.
The Bulletin found textile and gar
ment manufacturers generally opti
mistic for the short term, say the
first half of next year when ,they have
full order books, but rather less con
fident for the long term future of
their industry. Many believed that
the textile industry has reached a
watershed.
Fully booked
Leading garment manufacturer
Francis Tien of Manhattan Garments
Ltd., told The Bulletin he is fully book
ed until next Autumn. Business is good,
he said, but only in certain items. Al
though the world market has improved,
the general level of demand is still not
grnat. And in categories where the de
mand is strong - for example denims
and knitwear - there is a danger of
running out of quota before tlhe year
is over.
The doyen of HK's .ftextile indus
trialists, T. Y. Wong of Hong Kong
Spinners, :believed that 1976 will be
a better year for the whole textile
industry, from spinning through to
garment manufacturing.
'In the spinning and weaving in
dustries I would say there is one
thing that ihas really kept us going
through the recession and which is
now helping to bri, ng us out of the
recession. That is denim. Denim is
a fabric suitable for men's, women's,
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teelllagers' and cihi1dren's garments.
It is economical and durable. And
above all, it is fashionable.'
According to Mr. Wong, HK
consumes some 60-70,000 ba1es of
cotton yarn every month in the pro
·1ction of denim, and besides this
,re is a strong demand from local
knitting factories for combed knitting
yiarn and for corduroy from the
weavers.
Mr. Wong fore, cas,ts a hardening ?f
cotton prioes ,over the next six
months, in r,esponse to increased
world consumption and decreased
wor1d cotton production.
'Wor1d cotton production might
drop from 63 million bales in rhe
1974/75 season to 57 million bales
in the 1975 /76 season. On the other
hand world cotton consumption could
incre�s,e to about 61 million bales.
Thus the outlook for cotton pri·ces is
bulllish.'
The Chairman of the Chamber's
Textiles Committee, Mr. Nelson
Souza, explained that the p�st four
mon�hs has seen a sudden mcrease
in business with an influx of buyers
m Euro'pe. The reason for this
vvdS our Agreement on textil,e quotas
with the EEC.
'Buyers who had previously gone
to Korea and Taiwan and elsewhere
came to HK, ,even when it meant
paying a hefty premium due to the
price of quotas, since Taiwan and
Korea are subject to import quotas,
as opposed to export quotas.'
Mr. Souza saw a considerably im
proved pictur,e in the US. 'Now the
US dollar is strengthening and US
manufacturers are having to raise

their prices, which makes Hong Kong
competitive again.
'But on the negative side, we hear
that wages are ,escalating here. This
could put prices up and once more
reduce our competitiv,eness.' Mr.
Souza also eX'pr,essed concern about
the possibility of import controls in
the UK and other countries, and the
political problems currently affecting
Australia.
Quo,ta pr-o,blem
Mr. David Chu of Regatex Gar
ment Manufacturers. also believes that
the cunent boom is artificial and not
necessarily a good sign. 'We have
plenty of orders for denim jeans and
slacks PVC jack,ets and knitwear.
But at the present rate we could run
out of quota by next April,. and what
do we do after that?' Mr. Chu told
The Bulletin he has been sufficiently
busy to take on new worters. But
the cost of labour has accelerated
greatly in rrecent weeks and this adds
to the price of the finished item.
'I would say our curr,ent volume
might be as muc!h as. 100 per ,oent up
on 1974,' 1continued Mr. Chu, 'but
we will see 1a slowdow.D. within six
months or so. The US market is
recovering and buyers will rush there
from all over the world. But a man
wiM ,e1at when he is hungry, then he
will say "enough" and wait for the
next meal.'
Many of t. ihe textile manufacturers
The Bulletin spoke to referred to the
boom in denim. One of these was
Mr. Y. C. Wang of Nanyaing textile
Millis. Like other textile manufiac
tur:ers, Mr. Wang told us, he has
decided to latch onto the demand for
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denim. However, this requires modi
fication of existing equipment and
considerable ,capital outlay.
11here is ailso the problem of
securing supplies of indigo dyestuffs
essential for the production of denim.
At present, said Mr. Wang, only four
or five countries in the world are
exporting indigo dyestuffs for denim.
But they are unable - or unwilling to keep up with the booming demand,
since expansion requires large expendi
ture and they can't be sure how long
the boom will last.

Potential
The Bulletin asked Mr. Wang
which markets showed the strongest
potential at the moment.
'Sweden and Norway are very
strong, but of ,cours,e they are small.
We are looking closely at Australia,
but there it depends on how far they
continue to control imports. We are
still selling high quality yarns there,
but fabrics and garments are r,es
tricted.
'Of the developing countries, I
would say Nigeria is still' a good
market. In the Middle East there
is good business too, but there it's a
question of how to do business. You
must know the market, have the right
connections.
'On th,� whole you can talk about
the developing countries: "Such-and
such a market ,is up and coming",
but this is in the future. They are
slow to develop. We still rely on
the US and Europe for the great
majority of business.'
For the toy and plastics industries
19716 looks like being a fairly good

year. 'But', said Mr. Dennis Ting of
Kader Industrial 'we will have to fight
for it.'
Mr. Ting said the toy industry was
given a tremendous boost by the First
Toy and Giftware Fair held in October. Despite the criticisms, the
was well supported by local toy co:.ui
panies and well attended by buyers
from all over t!he world.
'In one sense the fair was very
well timed, just at the beginning of
the world economic upturn. But this
fair should really have been held ten
years ago and by now it would have
been a regular event.
'The fair has resulted in business
for HK. Besides this, the US is
celebrating its Bicentennial cdebra
tions next ye, ar, and there will also be
Presidential elections. These should
have a psychological effect on that
country.'
Aooording to Mr. Ting a very
important criterion of being the
world leader in toy manufacturing is
adaptaibility. 'This is the typical Hong
Kong characteristic, and is very import
ant in toy manufacturing, where ·,.
life-span for a toy might be only �
mon�hs. A new design can easily
be copied or improved by another
manufacturer. So the time between
design and production must be very
short, and the response to market
requirements must be immediate.'
Problems facing the toy industry,
said Mr. Ting, are a possible shortage
of labour and increases in the price
of raw materials. 'Raw materials
producers have cut down their pro
duction due to the recession and the
.J
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increase in oil prices. ( Oil being
the base material in plastics.) But
a sudden demand for plastic rnw
materials by the industry would once
again lead to price increases. How
ever, if the producers can produce
re then it might stabilise the price.'
f1he cost of raw materials for many
pfastics faotories, he said, represents
about 20 per cent of the total export
price, whereas freight charges can
represent up to 30-40 per cent of the
f.o.b. cost. 'These three cost in
creases- labour, r:aw materials and
freight charges- will eventually make
us uncompetitive unless we can some
how keep our costs down.'

Polystyrene
One substantial boost to the local
plastics and toy industries will be
the supply of poilystyre, ne from the
new Dow plant on Tsing Yi Island,
which is due to commence production
in April. The plant will provide
polystyrene at a stable, competitive
price and tihus help HK to compete
on the world marke,t.
The General Manager of Dow
emical Pacific Ltd., Mr. David da
�11va, was bullish about 1976. So long,
he said, as nothing drastic happens to
oil prices. If the US economy picks up
I think we're in for a very good year.'
One big advantage of the Dow
plant, said Mr. da Silva - apart from
the obvious virtue of being in our
own backyard- is that capacity can
be doubled quickly if the need arises.
The electronics industry in HK
has probably fared better during the
recession than most, and looks set
to take off again next year.

Mr. Raymond Koo of Promoters
Ltd. was particuLarly enthusiastic
about the popularity of -electronic
digital watclhes. He forecast an in
crease in the world market for these
watche� from 3 million this year to
8 million in 1976- and a large
proportion of these will be manu
factured in HK . 'Our major problem
next year is likely to be the supply of
components. Supply might not be able
to catch up with demand.'
Mr. Koo's verdict on 1976 was
"about 25 per cent better than 1975".
T·he General Manager of Fairchild
Semi-Condrnctors (HK) Ltd., Mr. R.
E. Belcher, is also fairly optimistic.
'The first half... of 1976 wiill see a
slow, steady recovery for the elec
tronics industry in Hong Kong.' The
next 30 days will see heightened acti
vity in the electronics industry due to
increased consumer buying before
Christmas.
One advantage held by the elec
tronics industry, he said, is that con
sumers are qu1ck to respond at the
sliightest hi!nt of recovery and are
liable to pmchase low priced elec
tronic consumer goods. �
Manufacturers in the metalware
and engineering industries contacted
by The Bulletin also expected to see
an improvement in s,ales in 1976.
Mr. James Wu of China Cold
Storage & Engineering Co. Ltd. said
he hoped that the current improve
ment will carry over into next year.
Compared with 1974, which was an
exceptionally good year, 1975 has
been disappointing, although local
cont'd. Pg. 25
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Investment for the Future

Technological Training

H

ONG KONG manufacturers are

constantly being exhorted to raise
quality standards. One way in which
this can be achieved is through em
ploying better qualified and better
trained staff, especially at the mana
ger-technologist level-or by train
ing existing staff.
An investment in s,taff and training,
while expensive in the short run, will
bear fruit in the long term. Unless
Hong Kong producits can hold their
own in the upper as well as the
middle and lower sections of the
overseas market, we s,tand the risk
of losing an increasing share of our
markets to, on the one hand, com
petitors who enjoy the advantages of
lower labour costs and more acces
sible raw materials, and, on the other,
to developed nations• with higher
technologies.
The establishment of the Poly
technic was evidence of the need to
provide increasing numbers of skilled
workers and technicians for HK in
dus1try. However, for more advanc
ed training at postgraduate level
s1tudents have had to look overseas.
Now Hong Kong University has
decided to introduce a Masters course
(MSc) in the Department of Industrial
Engineering. The course will com
mence in January and will be part
time and last for two years.
'The course is postgraduate and
post-experience', explains the Head
of the Industrial Engineering Depart
ment, Mr. W. A. Reynolds. 'This
means :that the students are expected
to have a first degree or equivalent

Accountant's language·
The modern technologist, says Mr.
Reynolds, must know something
about cositing. 'A good many :firms
have come to grief through bad '.cost
ing_,take RoHs lfoyce for example.
The te:chnologist must be able to put
forward his own financial evaluation
and talk to the accountant in hi:s ·o ·"
language.'
The course syllabus therefore in
cludes management accounting and
control, the operation of costing sys
tems and capital investment apprai'saL
In the fiirsit ye,a1r students study
three subjects: Production System
Design-which includes suclh subjects
as plant and -distribution location,
plant and warehouse layouts, indus
trial market rnseiarch, design of man/
machine system1s, -design and control
of the work�ng environment and de-

sign of wage and salary structures; release staff members for compara
the Operation of Production Systems tively long periods to take a course
including forecasting techniques for which cannot be expected to yield
sales and inventory control, program immediate results. 'After all', he said,
ming techniques and programming of in the context of HK industrialists
production;
and Industrial Organisa- may not feel the need for long-term
.
and Management-which in- planning.'
'--Jdes the historical development of
However, the response has be·en
produotion organisations and manage
ment methods in different cultures, excellent. Not only are many indus
organisiational analysis, manpower trialists apparently prepared to release
resources and management training staff members for the 70 days
required for the course ( one and a
and development.
The se,cond year of the course half days a week in the first year and
covers Product Design, Quality and one day a week in the second), but
Reliability-which includes standards also are willing to pay the student's
and specifications and quality assur fees, which amount to $1,700 per
ance and control; and finally Manage annum. What is also most encourag
ment Accounting and Control-in ing is that sever-e.l overseas firms with
cluding the principles of management operations here are prepared to
accounting, budgetary control and sponsor staff members. When appli
cations closed at the end of October
standard costing.
there had been about 80 applications
for the 15 places, and at least 40 of
Project
these were well qualified and well
The Course also includes a project, experienced, which will make final
which would normally be carried out selection a difficult task.
in the student's own firm, and supple
Will there be another course in
mentary
courses consisting of a course
·
1977?
On the basis of the response
'l computer language for simulation
i,J.ogrammes and a competitive mana to this course, Mr. Reynolds thinks
that it will definitely be followed by
gement exercise.
Clearly 'industry' in the context of others.
this course means not just manufac
'The University is most concerned
turing, but also the se,rvice industries with the production of technologists.
and public utilities.
At the present time we, like everyone
'In fact', says Mr. Reynolds, else, are rather tied for money. But
'industry means any organisation or we hope that we can not only make
enterprise which is producing a pro this course a permanent feature, but
duct or giving a service.'
also expand it so that more people
Mr. Reynolds professes that he was and more companies can receive the
somewhat doubtful initially whether benefits of an advanced technological
local industrialists would be willing to education.'
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qualification in engineering, mathema
tics, pure or applied ·science, and at
least two yearn of industrial experi
ence. It is not appropriate to teaoh
adV1anced industrial engineering to
people who have not had practioal ex
perience.'
The purpose of the course, accor ..:
ing to Mr. Reynolds, is to provide
advanced training in the philosophy,
methods and techniques of industrial
engineering and management in the
context of South East Asia.
Varying levels of development and
economic circumstances sometimes re
quire different techniques. The course
will stress tlhe relation of theory to
practice in the opera,tion of systems
in differing environments.

Director's Viewpoint
H You Have HK$5 Million For
Investment - Read On
As members of the Chamber know,
we have moved quite rapidly into the
field of industrial investment promo
tion and our first mission to the
United States was completed at the
end of October. The follow-up work
has been substantial and it continues.
Chamber staff are learning fast the
fundamentals of industriial promotion
- knowledge of the subject, honesty
in approach, determination to succeed
and, above all, the ability to persevere
in sometimes unpromising circum
stances.
Industrial promotion if it is to be
successful cannot contain any element
of deception and the potential over
seas investor must not be misled as
to the facts. Hundreds of questions
about Hong Kong and our economy,
industry, labour force, costs and
our future must be answered honest
ly, completely and accurately. One
unviable foreign company in Hong
Kong industry whose executives
believe they were 'conned' into
coming here can do our prospects
oonsiderable harm.
Sometimes it takes years for con
tacts and discussions to result in
industrial produotion focilities and
sometimes several years of continuing
contact and work ,comes to nothing.
But when a new plant is established
with the help of the promotion agency
ooocerned ,there is a real sense of
achiev,ement and all the bard work
is then worthwhile. This is so with
Outboard Marine Corporation, with
Dow Cbemioal, with Siddons, and

with Dashwood. So it will be with
others now under discussion. Which
r_eminds �e. . The purpose of this
httle hoIDlly 11s to advise you that
from time to time it is useful for me
to be aware, on a confidential basis· '
of companies and individuals
might have S1Ubstantial sums of w at
might be termed investment funds
ava!lable for the right kind of oppor
tumty. I am brought into contact
with some of the opportunities
becaus·e of the work I do. If I
know whom to contact in particular
cases, that can be a large step
forward.
We are dealing with one or two
very promising industrial joint venture
prios�ects rig�t _now. One in particu
lar, m sophisticated electronic com
ponent . �anufacturing, would require
one million US doHars input. So
those of you who qualify under this
rather exclusive criterion why not
call me for a little more information.
All such oontacts will be dealt with
in strict confidence.
If you have a real interest in joint
venture possibilities but can't q ·-
reach the super input category, a.11
me anyway. Opportunities occur in
all sizes- and Henry Ford started
with an idea!

A Good New Year
The last month has provided some
encouraging signs to our industrial
and trading community of an im
provement in trade and in trade
prospeots. Exports, re-exports and
imports (just as important ,an econo
mic indicator as the more widely
12
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quoted exports) have all shown a
steady, if somewhat irregular, up
ward movement. Exporters report
rising demand and larger orders.
Manufacturers in several of our main
industries have begun to re-employ
,Y•,..,rkers laid off for many months
. J order books in sever,al sectors
of our important textile industry are
reported ,to be full untiil next April.
Some electronic factories are booked
through until June.
In November, the United States
Government accorded Hong Kong
access to the U.S. Generalised
Prefeirence Scheme, ending many ·
months of speculation and ooncern
in Government and trade circles. On
the iindus; trial front, severial exciting
new proJects •were begun or an
nounced. The share market showed
a little more life.
The Hong Kong Government too
seems to be taking a very optimistic
view of the future ( and I mean our
long-1term future). The decisive step
to get on with the MTR has boosted
public confidence and will provide
subs�antial employment to a cons
,, �tion industry which could certainly
�� with this. The Tsuen Wan Tu� Mun highway is going ahead
rapidly and the development of Shatin
and Tuen Mun as new towns con
tinues apace. The New Kowfoon
road c�rri�or which will improve
oommurucations enormously is not
far from completion. The industrial
estate at Taipo -has been started iand
planning for others is in a tentative
stage. All this and lots more still
to come.
But it isn't the statistical pointers

and public works programme alone
that suggest we oan look with some
confidence to a good tr-ading year in
1976. There is a feeling of awa
kening, of gathe-ring pace and of
opportunities ready to be exploited.
I listen every day to exporters and
manufacturers on a variety of sub
jects. During the last few weeks, I
have detected a general air of
confidence that trade is on an upward
!rend. Nobody suggests a rapid
improvement but all seem to agree
that the worst of this particular
recession is over.
So here's to all of us in 1976.
May we all have the opportunity to
work hard and to good effect. May
we continue to... develop as a com
munity oonscious of our future and
confident of our ability to make it a
good one. Your Chamber looks
forward to a solid programme of
work on your behalf.
Let me end my lititle piece this
month with an appeal to all our
members. Why not welcome 1'176
with a donation to the Community
Chest. Or t if you'd like to support
the development of our ...youth, send
a donation to the Duke of Edinburgh
Award Scheme (See also Pg. 14) at
the address below. Either way, you put
your money where it will do the most
good.
The Duke of Edinburgh Award
Scheme
Nos. 7 & 8, Block 1,
Ho Man Tin Estate,
Sheung Shing Street,
Kowloon.
Jimmy McGregor
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The Duke of Edinburgh Award Scheme
And Hong Kong youth
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Dr. L. K. Ding
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this stage of man'is development you need the so-called profit
motive. If you have nothing to gain,
why do you want to ·work? Man is
selfish by nature, for man to survive
e has to be selfish. All the pro;ms in the world boil down to the
struggle between man's selfish nature
and his spiritual development. And
this struggle continues.'
Dr. L. K. Ding is Chairman of the
Hong Kong Christian Industrial
Committee. He is also an outspoken
critic of many aspects of social wel
fare in Hong Kong society. His
approach to HK's problems is sym
bolised 'by a small toy he keeps in
his office. It is a turtle with an
extended neck. Above it is the cap
tion 'the turtle only makes progress
when it sticks its neck out!
Dr. Ding has recently been sticking
his neck out on, among other subjects,
the sel:fishness of businessmen, and
The Bulletin went to seek his views
on this and related problems. Keep
ing in mind the proximity of the
Christmas season, the choice of a
/ ristian spokesman seemed appro
.JJ riate.
'Profit should be made fairly, not
by cheating, not by exploiting people,
such as factory owners endangering
the lives of people by not providing
the proper safety measures. And
after you have made a profit, you
have a big chance. Are you going
to use it in a selfish way? Or are
you going to use it in a way that
will promote the general welfare of
the community?' Dr. Ding asks.
'The Christian looks at profits 1

anything we have really - as God's
gift. And we should be good
stewards. Nothing belongs to us.
Life on t•his earth is finite. What to
do with this life, with money, with
the things we have, are questions
everyone should be struggling with,
whether Christians or non-Christians.'
Dr. Ding feels that too many HK
businessmen are bad stewards. The
businessman's attitude to the Com
munity Chest for example was often
one of convenience and hypocrisy,
Dr. Ding suggested.
'Some businessmen are of course
generous in donating scholarships and
so forth, but I feel that the generous
firms are the �ceptions. Take the
Community Chest - their goal for
next year is eleven and a half million
dollars. When you think carefully,
that sum is peanuts. The total in
land revenue collected by the Govern
ment for 197 5 was in the region of
2.5 billion dollars. Eleven million
compared with 2.5 billion, now what
percentage is that?'
'I think the Community Chest is a
very good excuse for these people
(business firms) to make a token
donation. I was watching the Chair
man, Andrew Eu, and he said that
most of the donations now come
from the common people of Hong
Kong. The money now comes from
the poor, ·because the Community
Chest has become a vehicle for the
rich to salve their conscience and
make a token donation.'
'I think the Community Chest
found it very difficult to get money
out of the rich. In fact I was reading
1
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'And when it comes to the question
the report of one big company, their
profit is more than $50-60 million a of quality of education I think we
year, and their total donation is. some are very very far from solving the
thing like $,60,000 a year. Less than problem. We hear a lot about the
type of education people in Hong
one per cent.'
One field where business can help Kong get - the number of unqualified
more is in the establishment of teachers, the very competitive
amination system, the material tau -..
scholarships.
·Government is providing educa in the schools. What are students
tional places for the age 12 to 14 really prepared for?'
'Only recently the Vice Chancellor
group, but we know that thousands
of these children are not going to of the University made some very
school. There are free places but telling criticisms. The students coming
the parents cannot afford to send to the university are supposed to be
them to ,school; they have to pay for the select products of the HK
lunches and breakfasts and books and educational system. One point he
so on. I feel the business community raised was, why can't students in HK
can do a great deal by providing be trained to be fluent in both
Chinese and English. They have
scholarships in this area.'
Dr. Ding believes that Government done this in other countries like
alone has little chance of coming to Singapore. But here they speak only
grips with the educational problem Chinglish.'
Dr. Ding adds that he speaks not
facing Hong Kong.
'If you read the government white only as one with an outsider's interest
paper on education, even according in education, but with considerable
to the Government's plans they will direct experience as a parent, having
not be able to solve the problems of four children who have attended a
education in the next ten years. By range of schools, including Chinese
1979/80 they will provide 100 per schools, Anglo-Chinese schools and
cent places for children between the English schools.
ages of 12 and 14, but only 40 per
The wealth gap
cent for the 15 to 16 age group.'
'And between 1979 and 1983 the
Like many other critics of the way
budget for the secondary schools will things are run, Dr. Ding feels we
be cut by over $50 million. The could well stand an increase in taxa
reason given is that according to the tion in order to finance the develop
population projection the number of ment of education.
'The community must pay for any
students in that age range will be
reduced. Those of us who are con thing we have. I certainly would
cerned about education feel that the like to see taxes raised. The fact
budget should not be cut. The $50 that only a small percentage of the
million should be used for providing community pays taxes shows that the
gap between the rich and the poor
more education.'
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is very wide, and it is getting wider.
There is very little distribution of
wealth'.
Dr. Ding goes on to add however
that fairness should be observed in
ass.essing the tax burden.
'I would say the greater burden
1.ails on the middle-income people,
not the rich people. The rich people
do not rely on a salary. They invest
and find other ways to make money,
and their maximum tax payment is
15 per cent. So far, the argument
has been that if you increase tax
you will discourage investors. I per
sonally do not accept that argument.
I feel that the rate is still very
low compared with all other Asian
countries.'
Tax S-E. profits
He would also like to see new
types of tax in order to catch those
who avoid the tax net.
'For example, I would vote for
taxes on money made on the stock
exchange, and ·even though property
owners now pay rates and taxes, I
,, 'nk they should pay a little more.
: ... ou can have a sliding scale, so that
the burden does not fall on those
who cannot afford to pay more.'
The Inland Revenue Department
also comes in for some criticism.
'I cannot understand why the In
come Tax Department fails to
streamline the •collection of income
tax. There are so many people who
make money and escape paying a
single cent.'
'Hong Kong has set a good
example by setting up the ICAC and

giving them all sorts of powers. Why
not the same sort of powers-- for the
Income Tax Department?'
With the smile of a doctor who
has had to swallow a bitter medicine
of his own pr,escription, Dr. Ding
adds, 'Recently, in the medical pro
fession, :the Inland Revenue depart
ment sent out questionnaires and
asked doctors to fill them in. I
believe in that way they did increase
some of their revenue!'
But all of HK's problems in Dr.
Ding's view come down to a single
cause: 'The number one problem in
Hong Kong - the number one pro
blem in the world - is that we have
too many people.'
'The whole p1anet is a finite place,
we have finite resources, and we
cannot go on multiplying. There is
no ,end to the population we can
produce, but .there is a limit to the
resources that the ear, th can produce.'
'No, Hong Kong hasn't got one
problem - we have got four and a
quarter million problems.'
THE CHRISTIAN VIEW OF THE
PROFIT MOTIVE -- A STATE
MENT BY DR. DING
Theo,logical premise·s.
1) The gospel proclaims God as
the Lord of the world. Everything
belongs to Him. Everything man
owns is God's gift.
2) Man has received the mandate
to put God's gift to good use. The
parable of the talents Mt. 25, 14-30
illustrates ,this. The Bible respects
good performance and achievement.
19
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Comment on previous Bulletin articles
3) The use of God's gifts involves
a dual responsibility: a responsibility
before God as. in the parable of the
talents. Where man is aware of
this responsibility he will try to use
God's gift according to his own will.
Second, there is a responsibility to
wards his. fellow man as in the
parable of the Good Samaritan Lk.
10, 25-42. His property is not just
his own but is there to serve others.
4)' The Bible warn against dis
regard of this dual responsibility and
criticis,es oppression and exploitation.
It is for this reason that it con
demns the taking of interest (Dt.
23, 20). The prophets attack vigor
ously where private property is used
to oppress the weak and the poor
(Is. 5, ,g) . fosus attacks an order
which makes man a prisoner.
5) The message of the gospel is
also an exhortation to recognise tihe
injustice of a particular law or of a
particular structure of property and
a call to introduce laws which are
more just.
1

On Profit
6) While planned economies may
be in a position to subsidise whole
industries, each unit in the private
sector of Hong Kong must pay its
own way. Adequate profit is a
necessity.
7) Profit provides a reward to
the entrepreneur and the investor for
the risk which they have taken.
8) Profit ensures the ,supply of
capital for the future. Without the
prospects of a reward investment

would come to a standstill.
'9) Profit measures the efficiency
of a company.
10) Profits provide reserves for
the expected and contingent needs of
a company.
11) Profits and the way they · ,
put to use are indicators of the actual
distribution of wealth in the com
munity.
A Christian View
12) The Christian respects a good
performance, the pride of achieve
ment and the endeavour to make
good use of the available resources.
He takes a positive view of profits as
far as they are the result o.f these
qualities. They are part of the joy
in using God's gifts.
13) However the Christian cannot
tolerate .that one man makes his
profit at the expense of another or
that one group takes advantage of
another. Where the amount of pro
fits or the nature of their use signals
injustice in the actual distribution of
wealth he will raise his voice. He"
will be particularly critical where
profit motive causes suffering Lv
others. The security of workplaces
for example goes before high divi
dends.
14) The Christian will advocate
some form of public control over
profits. It is obvious that there
should be curbs on profits which are
not the result of efficiency but of
exploitation of either the employees
or the public at large. In case of
monopolies the public has a right of
being protected.
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Mr. A. C. Rennie's letter rebutting
my earlier s,tatements on crime has
a very familiar ring. This is how
the Police Public Relations Officers
used to rebut my allegations of
corruption for more than ten years
til Godber and others burst the
..tbble.
I realise that Mr. Rennie is not
&peaking for himself but as the public
relations officer, and that it i·s his job
to preserve the police image, but he
will not achieve this purpose by kid
ding either himself or the public.
Until the police are prepared to
admit ,the real situation, they are not
likely to gain the confidence of the
public; denial1s do more harm than
good since the Chinese at any rate
are quite clear on the situation.
I do not claim that ,there are no
young gangsters carrying on crime
independently of triads,. but I would
point out that their chances of escape
are poor; they are the ones who
appear in court mosrt often, and the
charges against them sometimes in
,clude the allegation of "claiming to
. triad members". To claim to be
·a triad member is considered a crime;
to be a triad member, especially in
the higher ranks, is to be free from
prosecution for any offence, even of
the most se,rious kind.
When young criminals kidnap and
rape a girl, to whom do they sell
her if not to the triad-run brothels
and vice dens? Some of trhese vice
dens are police owned or controlled.
Any member of the public who
has followed the triaLs of various

police personnel on corruption charges
must have noticed the syndicated
background, the link-up of triads and
senior personnel through police go
betweens. Does Mr. Rennie suggest
that when a corrupt senior policeman
is transferred to another di·strict, ithese
triad-run vice dens go ornt of business;
are ,they not carried on by arrange
ments with the successors? Surely
Mr. Rennie cannot be so naive!
As to the court connections, surely
Mr. Rennie mu5t have noticed for
example, that pak pai drivers, mini
bus drivers and hawkers, to mention
only a few, are summoned to court
if they fail �o pay ,the syndicate. Some
of the Magistrates and Judges sit in
blissful and in some cas'es wilful
ignorance, believing every word of
police perjury they hear.
But the most frightening thing of
all about Mr. Rennie's letter is the
utter hopelessness for the public if
even now the police continue to deny
what I have been trying so long to.
say. It does not therefore surprise
me to find that the police object to
infiltration by ICAC. .Jt is useless
to t. alk of stiffer penal.ties and
hanging unless the•se matters are first
rooted out.
Elsie Elliott
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Who Uses Directories?

,

THE Big Directory Sell' is the
name of the game. It is played
by two partners - a publisher and a
Hong Kong company. And the fact
that it is played by two partners only,
is what makes t:he game wrong.
If the game is to be worth anything
there should be a third player - the
person who reads or otherwise uses
the directory. Unless the triangle is
complete, all the action is going the
way of publisher and those who play
with him are losers before the game
starts.
A few years, The Bulletin ran an
article on the care that Chamber
members, and indeed any business
man, should exercise when agreeing
to a deal with a commercial or in
dustrial directory publisher. At that
time,. a particularly lucrative con
fidence trick was the 'fake' telex
directory.
Tihe theme of this article is not
however the grand telex swindle, but
is concerned with a related problem.
The Bulletin has chosen to raise it
since, in the course of a recent visit
to the USA, a member of the Cham
ber staff took the opportunity to
investigate what information on HK
was available in US business associa
tions such as Chambers of Commerce
and World Trade Centres.
A common theme to emerge was
'we haven't got a directory of HK
companies or products.'
Tihis would be understandable if no
one in HK published directories. But
the fact is a number of directories
are published. Why then do they not
appear to be reaching those who

might put them to good use? The
ease with which some companies part
with hard earned funds for advertising
purposes is often a source of amaze
ment to some in ohe advertising
business. The advertising professional,
'
as the result of his experience
knowledge of the right questions
ask, can ,easily tell a meaningful from
- to put it kindly - an amateur
advertising medium. Strictly ,speak
ing, the questions the advertising
agency man will ask are not very
profound. He will want to know,
for instance, how a particular publica
tion is to be distributed, whether by
paid-for copies or on a so-called
'controlled circulation' basis (ie. free
to a specific list of named people) .
He will want to know what
evidence the publisher intends to
produce to show that the publication
is in fact reaching t, he right people.
And he will want evidence that the
publication is actually being us·ed and
not mer,ely adorning shelves. He will
require information on 'readership' as
well as 'circulation'.
With directory publishing, howev
the advertising professional is 1x
often involved. By the nature of
things, a directory consists of hund
reds of individual entries. So the
publisher logically enough does not
sell through advertising agencies but
directly to the advertiser.
And again, equally logically, the
directory publisher cannot be expected
to ,spend valuable time calling per
sonally on ,each person requiring an
entry. So the usual approach is to
send a printed form setting out a
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sample entry (perhaps a repeat of the
previous year's entry) and ask for
authority to print. Authority to print
will often be accompanied by a de
mand for the requisite fees in
advance, or in other cases, the
atory might find that in signing,
.� ..., ihas also authorised the publisher
to include all sorts of trimmings in
the way of bold type, for which an
invoice will arrive later. And since
a busy managing director does not
want to be bothered with this type
of detail he will often delegate the
job to someone down the line, who
in good faith, but without quite
realising what :he is doing, will sign
up without asking questions.
Questio,ns to ask

The procedure outlined here is
straightforward enough and is not it must be emphasised - in any way
illegal, or indeed r,eprehensible. How
ever, those who do sign, or otherwise
authorise, a directory entry ought to
be asking themselves the ve, ry ques
tions the advertising agency will put
to a publisher. And until he gets the
,, '1t answers, he will be perfectly
i'ustifred in refusing to sign, much less
to part with hard cash.
Some publishers might legitimately
regard their publications for the focal
market only. This is fair ,enough as long as this is made clear. If a
publisher does not make clear how
his directory is to be distributed,
questions should be asked, and a
suggested list of questions that Cham
ber members may cam to use is given
below.
It is appreciated that the compila-

tion of a good and meaningful
directory requires time and money.
The ·end product will not only be
expensive to produce but also expen
sive to distribute. And the Chamber
is not suggesting that such a publica
tion can he widely distributed at no
charge. The publisher has every
right to •expect a user to pay for the
product, but is the potential user,
particularly the overseas user, being
given this opportunity? As. far as
the Chamber could establish, the
answer is often 'no'.
Part of the problem is that, as
we imply, a truly meaningful directory
is not easy to produce. For a start,
it ceases to be a directory unless
listings for a particular trade or
industry are complete,. as up-to-date
as possible, and reasonably uniform.
And the collection of data in HK,
where any request for information
other than a 'buyer's request for a
quotation is ilooked upon with instant
suspicion, is not the easiest of tasks.
Some publishers, in an attempt to
overcome this problem, ask organisa
tions such as the Chamber to become
sponsors of a directory, and in cases
where this seems reasonable, the
Chamber agrees to do so. The
Chamber receives no reward for :this,
but we stress the fact, lest it be felt
that we are against directories. To
the contrary, we actively wish to en
courage their publication - but with
t'he proviso that they are meaningfully
compiled, and, are made available to
those who are in a position to
expand HK's overseas trade.
Much of the push for wider
distribution must come from HK
J
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KEEP PROFITS UP
MAINTENANCE COSTS DOWN
Satisfying the _lubrication requirements of all your equip
ment ceases to be a burdensome task with a Caltex
Simplified Lubrication Plan. It's profit-making sense, too.
Safeguarding yo..;r equipment from improper maintenance
or faulty lubricants means that you keep on schedule.
Reducing the number of lubricants on a job to a minimum
can save money, too.
Let Caltex show you how a preventive maintenance
program can simplify inventories and overhead, keep
lubricants safe from contamination, save you downtime
and maintenance worries. Your Caltex representative has
all the details. Call him today. He's as near as your
telephone.

Keeps Machinery Moving
Caltex Oil Hong Kong Ltd., 7th Floor, Edinburgh House, Oueen's Road Central, Hong Kong. Telephone: H-233091

DIRECTORI ES-cont'd.
companies themselves - those whose
details are being published, and who
stand to gain by seeing these details
published overseas. The Chamber
gladly advise Members who are
will
·
doubt about supporting a directory,
� in the meantime, here are a few
guide lines that might be used in
considering any request for informa
tion to be included in a directory: Is the basic entry .free? If not, the
directory is. unlikely to be an objective
guide and therefore will tend to
become a ilist of paid advertisements.
As such it is unlikely to command
respect or recommendation from
users. (It is however perfectly rea
sonable for a publisher to charge for
the use of a special type or supple
mentary information about the com
pany.)
Where is the directory to be cir
culated? Are there lists available of
those who will be asked to purchase
copies/receive free copies? If the
list does not cover important HK
markets overseas,, one might ask the
publisher to consider this.
,, What follow-up action does the
publisher propose to ensure that
copies have been properly distributed?
Does he plan to report on its cir
culation and readership, and what
form will the report take?
How soon will the book be publi
shed? Obviously, too long a gap
between collection of data and
publication will lessen the authority
of the volume. The Chamber is
pressing for this information in all
requests it receives. Members might
care to consider doing likewise.
1

BUSINESS IN 1976-cont'd.
sales of air-conditioners have kept up.
Mr. S. H. Sung of Union Metal
Works Ltd., said his main problem is
finding labour. 'The metalware industry
is dirty. People prefer cleaner jobs,' he
said. But apart from this, he is looking
forward to a good, steady year, with
a particularly good demand for camp
ing equipment in the US.
One of the least hard-hit industries
this year has been printing. Hong
Kong i an important centre for
printing and publishing and the in
dustry is now believed to he our
fourth largest in terms of manu
facturing employment.
The traditional assets of flexilbility
and a work-force which is intelligent
and dextrous are very vafo.ablie in
printing. Now there is the added
asset of good technical training faci'Ji
ties. The new Kwun Tong Technical
Institute has a modern and weH equip
ped printing department which will
soon be injecting skilled craftsmen into
the industry.
Mr. Alex Wu of Dai Nippon
Printing Co. (HK) Ltd. was instru
mental in the setting up of this
department. The provision of good
training facilities, said Mr. Wu, will
ell/able existing staff to receive tech
nioal training as weU as providing the
printing industry with skilled young
graduates.
Mr. Wu, like most of the HK manu
facturers and exporters we interviewed,
w1as optimistic for 197 6 and beyond.
'The futur-e', he said, 'holds a lot in
store'.
1
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The Bank of canton, Limited.
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Head Office:
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6 Des Voeux Road Central, Hong Kong.
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With branches in Singapore, Malaysia,
Thailand, Macau and Hong Kong.
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Subsidiaries:

Canbank Finance Ltd.
Bank of Canton (Nominees) Ltd.
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Affiliate:
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Hong Kong & Shanghai Insurance Co., Ltd.
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�Affiliated with SECURITY PACIFIC NATIONAL BANK

O

Head Office:

Los Angeles, with branches and
representative offices around the world.
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Jimmy McGregor, Director of the Chamber,
and all the staff of the Chamber wish our
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members, their families and their employees a
very pleasant Christmas and New Year.
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hope and believe that 197 6 will be a good year
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for Hong Kong and therefore for all of us.
We will continue to work on your behalf to
the best of our ability.
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Prtnted by South China Morning Post, Ltd., Hong Kong.

How your company can profit
from The Ho�gkong Bank Group's
extensiVe knowledge of
international markets
Although The Hongkong Bank
Group originated in Asia, we have
always had a very international out
look. Much of thefinancial support
for overseas investment and trade by
Asian companies doing business
outside Asia has come from us.
If your company is interested
in establishing or building up
its business anywhere throughout
the world, you should consider
using the accumulated knowledge,
understanding and resources of
The Hongkong Bank Group.

interpret facts and figures into selling
and buying opportunities abroad without having to leave their home
base.This background infom1ation can
include such vital factors as the ins and
outs of trading overseas, taxes, laws,
lJUOtas, duty regulations, trade fairs
and promotional possibilities, European
Common Market facts and so on.
All areas where inside information
could give you a very competitive
edge in very competitive markets.

International financing organized.
As one of the world's biggest banks
and with assets currently exceeding
USSl0,000 million, The Hongkong
Bank Group is well placed to arrange
the many diverse kinds of financial
help needed to do business overseas,
be it in Europe, America or Australasia. .,

that often occur when you deal through
local or correspondent banks in coun
tries outside Asia.And these arc delays
that can affect costs because of over
night changes in the rate of exchange.

Valuable contacts arranged.

_

In every country abroad, The Hong
kong Bank Group people arc well
known locally and can therefore
introduce you right away to your
most influential contacts - ones that
might otherwise take you years to
establish. They know the people
you should meet: agents, fellow
businessmen, suppliers, Government
representatives and those in technology
and industry ...all at the right level.
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Business partner for Asian com
panies overseas.
Whether your company is exporting
manufactured goods or importing
primary products or machinery, we
can help you all along the line. In
addition to more than 200 branches
throughout Asia, The Hongkong
Bank Group has offices in many
other countries around the world.
Market information and statistics are
marshalled by our offices and then
cross-referenced for the use of our
clients. In this way, businessmen can

Wt ra,r htlp you with Ill! kinds of '"""'>' m11ttrrs
throu.elrout tlu u,orld.

International financing, foreign ex
change dealings, Eurodollars and
Eurobonds - these can all be handled
by us, through our network of
branches throughout Asia and abroad.
W c can play a valuable intermediary
role too, helping you avoid the delays

For further information on how you
'·
can profit from The Hongkon:
t
Group's kn(Ywlcdgc, please c
any of our offices throughout the world.

The Hongkong Bank Group in
cludes The Hongkong and Shanghai
Banking Corporation; Mercantile
Bank Ltd ; The British Bank of the
Middle East; The Hongkong Bank of
California; Hongkong Finance Ltd,
Australia; Wardley Ltd , Hong Kong;
Hang Seng Bank Ltd , Hong Kong
and W ardley Canada Ltd.

THEHONGKONGBANKGROUP
Serving Asia and the world.

HEAD OFFICE: 1 Queen's Road Central, Hong Kong. Offices in Australia, Brune�
People's Republic of China, India, Indonesia, Japan. Macau, Malaysia, New Hebrides, Philippines, Singapore, Solomon Islands, South Korea,
Sri Lanka, Thailand. Also in Bahrain, c.anada, Channel Islands, Djibou� France, Germany.Jordan, Lebanon, Mauritius, Oman,
Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Switzerland, Tunisia, United Arab F.mirates, United Kingdom, United States and Yemen Arab Republic.

